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The Executive of the Royal Regiment of Canada Association wishes to extend their
heartfelt appreciation and thanks to the following donors who have contributed financially to assist in the publication and postage of “Ich Dien”, our Association newsletter.
It is thru the generosity of all our members who contribute to this as well as the Scholarship Fund that the Association is able to maintain our support to the Regimental
Family.
We wish to recognize at this time:
Anthony Graham, former Honorary Colonel of The Royal Regiment of Canada,
Blake Goldring, former HCol of the Army, and former HCol of The Royal Regiment of
Canada,
Colonel Robert Douglas, retired, former Commanding Officer, former HCol of The Royal Regiment of Canada, and former HCol of the Grey and Simcoe Foresters.
Sergeant Len Janke, retired.

Elected Directors:
Valorie Flynn,

No Photo
Available

Alan Thomas Jr
ibasquarepeg@yahoo.ca
416-750-8625

Len Janke
lenjanke@gmail.com
416-245-9933

Alex Ferworn
aferworn@gmail.com
416-979-5000 x 6968
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R Regt C Association
The Royal Regiment of Canada
660 Fleet Street, Toronto
M5V 1A9

PRESIDENT
CWO (ret’d) John Clark CD
416-605-5483
clark62@sympatico.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Sgt (ret’d) Norm Matheis
1-905-960-8648
matheisn@gmail.com

SECRETARY
Leo Afonso
905-441-0519
Leo.afonso@gmail.com

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
As I sit down to write this message, I look
out the window to see the falling snow on this Groundhog Day and am
glad the furry little rodent didn’t see its shadow. Although we really
didn’t have such a bad winter… at least according to what had been
forecast.

A lot has happened since our last newsletter, so I’ll try to recap and
hope not to miss anything. In June the Regiment conducted our annual Sorrel Day Parade at Fort York Armory. The parade included the
retirement of Honorary Colonel Anthony Graham and the appointment of Honorary Lieutenant Colonel Kelly Meighen. Honorary Colonel Graham served the regiment diligently and was a strong supporter
of the Association. We offer him and his family our heartfelt thanks
for his hard work and dedication.
Honorary Lieutenant Colonel Meighen comes to us from a military
family. Her father was the Honorary Colonel of 4 RCR during the
10/90 days. Some of you may have met him during those times. Honorary Lieutenant Colonel Meighen has already demonstrated a strong
interest in learning about our regiment, the men and women who
wear the uniform, and those of us who’ve hung up the uniform and
put the boots away. Continued next page...
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Mike Morello
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memorello@aim.com
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President’s message continued,
In September, BGen (ret’d) Gary Stafford accepted the appointment as our new Honorary Colonel. Gary
has been working hard with the Association and the Regiment to improve our lines of communication.
The Regiment also commemorated the Dieppe Raid and a new plaque in memory of Commodore Romuald
Tyminski was unveiled. Mounted beside the WO’s & Sgts Mess, it recognizes the Polish destroyer captain
who fought alongside the Royal Navy and was decorated for rescuing scores of Canadians at Blue Beach.
October witnessed the election of new executive members. I would like to congratulate Val Flynn, Alex
Ferworn, Len Jenke and Al Thomas on their election as Directors of the Association. I would also like to
congratulate our Vice President Norm Matheis, Treasurer Mike Morello, and Secretary Leo Afonso. As
your Executive, we are working hard to maintain and improve your Association. Our primary focus is the
completion of our bylaws and reviewing our procedures and policies.
Sponsored by your Association, the Regimental Band put on another excellent performance at the Glenn
Gould Studio. The concert was well attended, however there is always room for more and your support is
always appreciated. Your Association also sponsored the showing of “They Shall Not Grow Old”. Our
thanks to all those who attended and special recognition of Tony Graham, members of Batoche Company
and Hot Docs Theater, who’s support, and generosity made the evening possible. We raised close to six
thousand dollars towards supporting our Regimental Museum.
This November the Regiment conducted a Remembrance Parade at Coronation Park. My thanks to all our
Association Members who joined the Regiment on parade. See the article and photos on pages 5 & 6.
Our annual All Ranks Christmas Dinner was well attended and enjoyed by all. The evening witnessed several promotions and awards.
Our initiative of “Supporting Our Troops” continues to be well received. Coming home to a hot coffee and
a donut after a weekend of challenging training makes a difference and is appreciated. I encourage you
join us. It is a great opportunity to meet with and talk to today’s soldiers.
Our Regimental Anniversary Dinner/Dance on March 14th is quickly approaching. I hope you have booked
your tickets. It is a wonderful opportunity for our association members and serving soldiers to share an
excellent evening of good food and fellowship.
In closing my thanks to those who continue to make donations to the association. Like all organizations,
we rely on the generosity of our members to ensure our continued ability to support our Veterans, Regiment and Cadet Corps. I encourage you to do so. It makes a difference.
Lastly, we lost many friends this past year. Ron Beal, Ted Hoare, Audrey Turner, MGen Lewis, Norm Baker,
Doug Brooks, Cameron Brown, Cpl Weiam AIAD and Kerri Chambers. We will Remember…
John Clark CWO (ret’d) CD
President, The Royal Regiment of Canada Association

HONOURS & AWARDS—DID YOU KNOW?
The #CAF Honours and Awards system has been modernized to recognize military members’ service
to Canada in a more timely and appropriate manner.
The Special Service Medal has also been amended to expand eligibility to Canadian civilians and
members of allied forces working for the CAF.
Learn more: https://ml-fd.caf-fac.ca/en/2020/01/36817 #StrongSecureEngaged
www.rregtc-assoc.org

REMEMBRANCE PARADE—CORONATION PARK—NOVEMBER 9TH, 2019

RSM MENTOR AWARD

REMEMBRANCE PARADE—CORONATION PARK—NOVEMBER 9TH, 2019
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Remembrance Parade—Coronation Park— November 19th—Continued

The Regiment held a very successful Remembrance Parade on Saturday, November 9th, 2019. With approximately 175 members on parade, the Regiment proudly marched from our Home Station to the Cenotaph at Coronation Park. Members of the Association and the Cadet Corps also marched with the Regiment and wreaths were laid at 11:00hrs by all those represented on parade. Then Regiment then
marched back and conducted a March Past with the salute taken by HCol Stafford and HLCol Meighen at
the front doors of the Armoury. All the Messes then hosted our guests . In the afternoon the Commanding Officer and senior members of the Regiment laid wreaths at St James Cathedral and turned a page in
the Book of Remembrance. Other members of the Regiment attended the graves of our fallen for a Flags
In Service.
Our Cadets attend a local legion and served veterans a meal in recognition of their service on Remembrance Day
47,000 FLAGS PLACED
AT SUNNYBROOK

Left to right ... Pte. Birch, Sgt. Mohabeer, Sgt, Figueiredo, WO Williams
www.rregtc-assoc.org
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PROMOTIONS AT THE ALL RANKS CHRISTMAS DINNER
Left—A/CO Major
Peter Martinis
promotes Cpl's
Langdon and Choi
to MCpl
Left- Cpl (Ret'd)
David MacDonald
receives his certificate of service
from the Army

Above—Promotion of MCpl's Carroll and
Toma to Sergeant

(Above) RSM Mentor Award being presented to
MCpl Glasnovic.
The award recognises the member who has contributed
to the professional development of the soldiers of the
battalion over the last year. (MCpl Glasnovic has not only
contributed to the growth and development of the soldiers going on PLQ, but also to the cadet corps and their
shooting program. Previous recipients are 2017 – Sgt
Jung; and 2018 Sgt Chosa.

Above -MCpl Glasnovic (Reg F) receives
the NATO Bar to his medal.
Pte Jaden Ngo (right)
changes uniforms with
A/CO Maj Martinis

Each year at the All Ranks Christmas Dinner the
newest serving Royal becomes the Commanding Officer for the
evening. This year Pte Jaden Ngo (Above Rght) had the honor.
Here is his address to the Regiment.
“To begin, I would like to thank everyone for coming out and
everyone who helped put together this event. This year has
been a new experience working together and getting to know
everyone in the Regiment. I’m hopeful for more training opportunities and to become a better soldier and leader. I wish everyone a safe and fun night. I put a request in for more beer for the
juniors ranks mess. ROYALS READY AYE READY!“
www.rregtc-assoc.org

Above—On Thursday 16th January
2020, A/CO Major Martinis and RSM
Persaud promote Sgt McDonald to
the rank of Warrant Officer.
2Lt Leonardelli was promoted Lieutenant on Sept 5th 2019 - Photo
not available.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF “THEY SHALL NOT GROW OLD”
We successfully raised $5,500.00 in support of our Regimental Museum.

THEY SHALL NOT
GROW OLD

YOU MADE IT HAPPEN!
Special thanks to Anthony Graham, Ian Bandeen
and the staff at Hot Docs Theater for making this
excellent evening possible.
We would also like to thank members of Batoche
Company for their generous donations, and
recognize the administrative support provided by
our Association Members and Battalion Orderly
Room Staff .
Thank you,
CWO (Ret’d) John CLARK CD Association President

The Royal Regiment of Canada Association
wishes to thank all those who made this event
a great success!
Your support ensured the poignant message
of this outstanding documentary was shared
within the Regimental and Brigade Family.
We are pleased to announce that over
$5000.00 was raised in support of The Royal
Regiment of Canada Museum.
Ready Aye Ready

ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER—We need you to make the leap!
If you own a lap top or computer, we need you to read your Association Newsletter on-line! Not only
will you save us a significant amount of money, you may save a tree or two! We realize not everyone
has access to the internet. For those in this situation, we will continue to ensure you receive a paper
copy of our Association Newsletter, just let us know by sending a letter to …...
For those who
do have the ability to change, pls make the leap!

www.rregtc-assoc.org
VETERANS AND FRIENDS OF THE REGIMENT CURRENTLY RESIDING AT
SUNNYBROOK HOSPITAL
Don STEWART
Sam MARTORINO

Served in the RCN in WWII. Atlantic and North Sea.
L Wing, 3rd Flr, Rm 339
(Friend of the Regiment)
Served with RCASC in WWII. France, Belgium & Germany
K Wing, 2nd Flr, Central, Rm 1 (Friend of the Regiment)

Your Association encourages you to visit our veterans. Just an hour of your time makes a significant
difference to their day!
www.rregtc-assoc.org
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Veteran’s Affairs Claims – My Recent Experience
Norm Matheis, vice-president
I thought it would be useful for Royals who are thinking about filing a disability claim with Veterans Affairs,
for me to write a bit about my own recent experience. Less to provide advice (I’m not a social worker) but
more to let you know what seemed to work for me.
Veterans Affairs Canada (VAC) is the department within the Government of Canada with responsibility for
pensions, benefits and services for war veterans, retired and still-serving members of the Canadian Armed
Forces and Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), their families, as well as some civilians.
All claims basically, irrespective of what ails you, are submitted on exactly one form, Disability Benefits
(Pain and Suffering Compensation/Disability Pension), PEN 923e. I am grateful to Valorie Flynn, Royals association Executive, for giving me the very good advice to have the Royal Canadian Legion assist me with
this. While I’m literate, I don’t think I would have had the same fast positive outcome if I had tried to do
this all myself.
My claim wasn’t as complex as for some. I claimed for Pain and Suffering related to hearing loss and tinnitus from my Royals service in the
70s. Obviously not the same as say a more serious physicallydebilitating mobility claim.
The Legion's professional Command Service Officers assist at the provincial and national level providing assistance with the preparation and
submission of disability claims. That includes assistance with the
claims process from the first application up to and including a Request for Reconsideration with the Veterans Review and Appeal Board.
Marg Rohmann and her assistant Adina Owen provided me with all of that help out of the Ontario Command office in Aurora. The services provided by Command Legion Service Officers are free of charge,
whether or not you are a Legion member. I started the process in September of 2019. I’d heard this was
likely to a very long process to hear back from VAC. It turned out not to be the case at all.
I spent a lot of time writing up a history of what happened to me and the effect it’s had, for filling in the
related fields on the form. I spent a lot of time on it and I feel it was key in the compensation I received. I
also had to get a hearing test and the Legion advised to have this done by a real Doctor of Audiology (i.e.
not a hearing aid technician). The test took a couple of hours. The Legion submitted the bill to VAC on my
behalf. I didn’t pay anything.
The hearing test was combined with the completed form PEN 923e. Next step was the Legion requested
my health records from NDHQ. I provided the Legion with my other service and release records, which I
fortunately had copies of.
My claim was submitted on November 5th 2019 and I received notice of a favourable decision in the first
week of January 2020. I thought that was a remarkably short turn around time. Payments can be monthly
or as an alternative lump sum, and are non-taxable!
If your own application is rejected the first time for any reason, you can continue to re-apply, again I suggest with the Legion’s assistance. It may eventually have to go before the Veterans Review and Appeal
Board. Don’t give up.
I am certain the key things for success for me were the Legion’s Service Officer assistance, and spending
time getting everything together, submitted right the first time. My gut feeling is that the stories you hear
from some of our own folks about unsuccessful claims being kicked back by VAC, might be due to not being complete, trying to do it yourself, or not telling your story as well as it might deserve.
VAC information on this subject is available at this link:
https://www.veterans.gc.ca/GCWeb/pdf/Factsheets/PSC-2017.pdf
Ich Dien.
www.rregtc-assoc.org
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The Band of The Royal Regiment of Canada provided their audience with
an outstanding concert. Playing songs from the movies, members of the
Regiment ended the performance by singing hits from the recent movie
“Queen”. They definitely Rocked the show and the audience! Please ensure you have marked your calendars for their annual performance at
Glenn Gould Studio on October 25th 2020 at the Glen Gould Theater.
Introduce your friends, children or grandchildren to the wonderful experience of a live band concert.
WELL DONE TO THE REGIMENTAL BAND!

Above—The may not look like the members the band “Queen”, however they did an outstanding job of
singing some of their most popular hits. Our singers were : Danielle Bourre - alto, Grace Rocket - soprano, Capt Bill Mighton - tenor, and MCpl Greg Yasinsky - bass. Photo by Eric Morse.
WE SHALL, WE SHALL, ROCK YOU!

Val Flynn and Don Stewart chat with our Governor General Julie
Payette during their trip
to Italy last year.

SGT FROSTY STANDS GUARD AT OUR
AFGHANISTAN MEMORIAL

Children’s Christmas Party at Fort York Armoury.
Santa made a special visit to our Home Station.

ALWAYS READY Continues to receive outstanding reviews, recognizing it as setting the
standard for future Regimental Histories. It will make an excellent Christmas Gift, ensuring the history of our Regiment continues to be shared. $40.00 or $100.00 for a VIP Edition. Order yours today! See the order forms or call 705 435 4141.
www.rregtc-assoc.org
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Liberation of the Netherlands, Victory in Europe (V E) Day and
Victory in Japan (V-J) Day
As you may know, Veterans Affairs Canada has been involved in organizing
events to commemorate the 75th anniversaries of significant milestones of the Second World War.
This year, ceremonies will be held to commemorate the anniversaries of the Liberation of the Netherlands, Victory in Europe (V E) Day and Victory in Japan (V-J) Day.
Canadian and Allied Veterans of the Second World War who live in Canada and who are making their own
plans to attend the 2019–2020 commemorative ceremonies may qualify for a travel subsidy of up to
$2,000 CDN.
More details can be obtained by visiting Veterans Affairs Canada’s website (www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/
remembrance/events/travel-subsidy) or by contacting the Department at the following coordinates:
Commemoration Division – Travel Subsidy
Veterans Affairs Canada
PO Box 7700
Charlottetown PE C1A 8M9
Email: vac.travelsubsidy-subventionduvoyage.acc@canada.ca

DID YOU KNOW?
RBC has a longstanding commitment to the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and has a tradition of supporting the military through various initiatives including recruitment through Military Employment Transition, and an ongoing partnership with True Patriot Love.
Still, RBC Insurance saw an opportunity to do more to support the unique challenges faced by members
of the CAF. This new offer has been created to modify the coverage amount and lifestyle questions, giving them the opportunity to qualify.

RBC Simplified Term Insurance coverage up to $499,999

Coverage from 10 to 40 years and anything in between with same automatic annual renewal after
the initial term

Updated quoting tool and eApplication modifies the occupation and avocation questions enabling
members to qualify

Offered online, direct to consumer

Exclusive offer available on microsite that only CAF members and their spouses can access

Beginning in the Spring, CAF members will also be eligible for group H&A preferred rates and specialized services/discounts with RBC Royal Bank

CHANGE OF ADDRESS or EMAIL When you move, please send us your new address using the Registration and Order Form. Keep the Association up to date about how you are doing and we will continue to
inform you about your Regiment. Please don’t forget to also update your E Mail address when changes
are made.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Your Editor welcomes your comments concerning the articles
and content of your Newsletter. We apologize for any errors in the spelling of names etc.
We welcome any ideas or suggestions on how to improve your Newsletter .
www.rregtc-assoc.org
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Reflections of Deployment on OP IMPACT
Our motto encourages us to always be ready. The real meaning of these words hit home for me when last
June, I had looked forward to the first quiet summer in quite some time. The previous year had been taken
up by preparations for the EX STEADFAST WARRIOR 18, and summers before were overtaken by the completion of courses for the Army. In the Operational Planning Process, leaders ask themselves: “Has the situation
changed?”. If the answer is in the affirmative, a leader needs to get back to his proverbial field message pad
and begin planning again. Such was the case when our Brigade Commander asked if either myself or the
DCO, Maj Martinis, could deploy to fill an open position that had been in such a status for some time. Of the
two of us, my current situation allowed me to deploy, but the start of tour date was close – allowing us 30
days to complete mandatory pre-deployment requirements such as medical, dental, etc.. As always, our
BOR staff under the leadership of Sgt Hirji is a highly effective and well-oiled machine. Through their combined efforts, I was able to meet the timing in record time.

The position to be filled was the Headquarters J5 (Plans) position for Joint Task Force – IMPACT. Working at
the Lieutenant-Colonel level as the Task Force Planner was a rare experience and a privilege as a Reservist; it
was an experience we Reservists normally only have the opportunity to participate in for at most a week,
depending on the exercise scenario. This position gave me the opportunity to work directly for the Task
Force Commander, Brigadier-General St-Louis. BGen St-Louis is an excellent leader who had an incredible
capacity to read, remember, analyse and synthesize copious amounts of information in an incredibly short
period of time. He demanded a high level of accuracy and precision from his staff. He also had an amazing
capacity to process copious amounts of information in lengthy and extremely detailed Battle Update and
Commanders Briefs. Needless to say, the learning curve for me was extremely steep.
OP IMPACT was a widely misunderstood mission when I deployed. Back in June, research through internet
searches showed outdated operations from 2014 when Canada was still in the midst of mainly air operations
against ISIS/Daesh. The mission has since evolved, and so has the accuracy of the online presence. OP IMPACT’s main focus is on training our partners in the Middle East in the Joint Operations Area (JOA) that included IRAQ, LEBANON and JORDAN from our headquarters in KUWAIT.
In the near future, many more Royals will perhaps deploy and be a part of OP IMPACT and might be interested in the living conditions. When I arrived Kuwait it was extremely hot – in the high 50’s; standing in the
wind was like standing in front of a kiln oven. As a staff officer, I spent most of my time in tents with severely overworked air-conditioners trying to keep us cool. The presence of wildlife reminded us that we were
not in Canada every so often: camels, camel spiders, scorpions, snakes, etc.. After all, despite being on an
American base on a Kuwaiti air base, Camp Canada is still situated in the middle of the desert. Meals (and
for me – Chapel) were a 15-minute drive away up to the American side of the base nicknamed: “The Rock”.
Being a comparatively small base, the base was simple, possessing the necessities such as a PX, a movie theatre, and a few restaurants to break the monotony of the DFAC (Dining Facility) food. When working 12-14
hour days for 6 ½ days a week, the routine gets old very fast and “every day is a Tuesday” becomes a reality.
You know you’re in trouble when you differentiate the days of the week by what is on the menu at the
DFAC. People got so entrenched in the routine that on one particular Friday, the DFAC did not serve the typical fare on “chicken finger Fridays,” and as a result many lost track of the day of the week we were on. This
is one reason why I was so grateful in receiving the care packages from The Regiment, Capt (Ret’d) Mihail
Murgoci, Maj (Ret’d) Adam Saunders, and from the TMFRC through Ms. Judy Sebastian. Do not underestimate the joy you brought people – receiving these felt like such a lifesaver! Over there, getting mail is hit
and miss as it only occurs if operational needs could accommodate. So when mail did come in, everyone
was excited… especially because everyone knew sharing would occur between close teammates. Trust the
coffee sent was definitely put to good use.
www.rregtc-assoc.org
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For those of you who might deploy as a staff officer, one thing I found interesting was the emerging prevalence and importance of the use of PowerPoint for staff work on operations. On the Army Operations Course
(AOC), PowerPoint was used as a tool (albeit a frustrating one) to communicate your intent, scheme of manoeuvre, etc.. The current trend is perhaps a result of coalition cross pollination; PowerPoint is not only a
medium to communicate with, but more importantly a record of operations. In essence, the PowerPoint file
itself is archived, logged, and in theory can be used as a submission for the war diary. staff officers have
joked about this before, but the reality is being a “PowerPoint Ranger” in a Headquarters is a highly coveted
qualification to have. As for me, I was fortunate to have a Captain whose PowerPoint skills were highly proficient enough to keep up with the pace and produce the products demanded of us by our boss. Thus, if you
are planning to deploy to an HQ, this is a skill you need to brush up on as well as how to make a visual product that accurately reflects a given concept.
On my tour, we were witness to history unfolding in our deployed region. This happened a few times such as
with the withdrawal and redeployment of US Forces from Syria, the death of Iranian Major General Soleimani, the protests in Iraq and Lebanon, the Iraqi vote, the firing of missiles, and the tragic shooting down
of Ukraine International Airlines flight PS752 that killed 57 of our brother and sister Canadians.
I am extremely thankful for the opportunity to have been deployed. I don’t believe it is common to deploy a
currently-serving Commanding Officer during his tenure. The experience was professionally enriching, and
an honour to have been able to participate in. On reflection, I hope I was able to serve the Task Force Commander, the mission, our higher headquarters (The Canadian Joint Operations Command), and our country
well. I had the distinct privilege of working with and serving with some of the best officers and leaders I have
ever met who were in the HQ as branch heads, staff, and advisors. Ultimately, I hope I was able to represent
all of you, my fellow Royals, in a manner that would make you proud.

Royals READY!
9-er out.
--Serva Fidem,
Joseph Nonato
Lieutenant-Colonel
The Royal Regiment of Canada

www.rregtc-assoc.org

BATOCHE DINNER 8TH MAY 2020 RCMI
The Northwest Rebellion and the Battle of Batoche
In 1872, Xavier Letendre dit Batoche founded a village in what is now Saskatchewan approximately 90
kilometers northeast of Saskatoon. About 50 Métis families had claimed property in the area by 1884.
The Federal Government had denied the Métis land tenure and political rights, while First Nations peoples suffered as a result of unfulfilled treaty obligations. Under the leadership of Louis Riel, the Red River
Métis took up arms and provoked the failed Northwest Rebellion against the Canadian Government.
The 10th Royal Grenadiers (an antecedent of The Royal Regiment of Canada) were called to active duty
by the Federal Government to help quell the Métis insurgents during the Rebellion and was part of the
North-West Field Force commanded by Major General Frederick Middleton. After an arduous and punishing 1300 kilometre westward march during a harsh winter, the Regiment arrived at Batoche in midApril. After three days of fighting, on 12 May the Regiment led a charge that drove the defenders from
their defensive positions surrounding Batoche, and captured the village.
The action at Batoche was the decisive battle of the Northwest Rebellion, which pitted the Federal authorities against a force of insurrectionist Métis led by Louis Riel. It was fought from 9 to 12 May, 1885
at Batoche, Northwest Territories where Riel had established his ad hoc Provisional Government. The
Métis defeat at Batoche led to the surrender of Louis Riel on 15 May and the collapse of his Provisional
Government. The Rebellion ended, and after a controversial trial, Riel was hanged for treason. Over
130 years later, Riel is now honoured as a Father of Confederation and Manitoba has declared a public
holiday in his honour.
Annually since 1886, the officers of the Regiment have commemorated the service, dedication and sacrifice of those members of the Regiment, with a formal mess dinner named Batoche Dinner. Honoured
guests include influential members of the community and the guest speakers have included a Prime
Minister, Ministers of Defence, Mayors of Toronto, Commander of the Canadian Army, Chief of Toronto
Police Services, notable authors and journalists, and leaders of the Toronto business community.

WE ARE SEEKING A VOLUNTEER TO BECOME THE NEW EDITOR of The Royal Regiment of Canada Association Journal “Ich Dien”. Previously known as the Association News Letter.
Intent of the Journal
With a target audience of serving and past serving members. Provide a current source of information
concerning the activities of The Royal Regiment of Canada, the Association, affiliated Cadet Corps and the
Canadian Forces.
Job Requirements
Report to the Editor in Chief – The President of the Association.
Create and publish two editions yearly.
Develop content ideas that fit well with the publication requirements.
Research and acquire appropriate and relevant content.
Review and modify the content provided by other contributors.
Determine the layout and content.
Ensure a high degree of grammar, spelling and punctuation.
Verify facts and content is in keeping with Canadian Forces Code of Ethics and political correctness.
Preferred skill sets
Good writing skills with regards to grammar, spelling and sentence structure.
Good computer skills with specific experience in Word, Power Point and Publisher programs.
General skill sets
Ability to work with a minimum of supervision.
CONTACT JOHN CLARK
www.rregtc-assoc.org
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Regimental Vignette by the late Major W.R. (Bob) Bennett CD
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STALAG IX-C, MOLSDORF, ERFURT
Most of the Royals who were captured by the enemy, either at
Dieppe or in Normandy were incarcerated at Stalag VIIB Lamsdorf, Poland, but a few were sent to other
camps.
One of the forty-eight POW camps confining Canadians was Stalag IX-C Molsdorf, with its main Headquarters Camp at Bad Sulza, and surrounded at some distance by at least five working camps. Bad Sulza was a
line 40 miles southwest of Leipzig and twenty-five miles northeast of Erfurt. Camp #109 at Niederorschel
was a plywood factory with the labour provided by “Working Kommandos” –Allied POWs pressed into service.
Camp Strafe was a punishment camp where troops had to work the Gravel Pits. Camp Strafe at Gleichlamberg was a Stone Quarry worked by Allied POWs. The Salt Mines at Bischofferode provided hard labour
for Polish and Serbian prisoners (which may account for this camp’s perceived high mortality rate).
For particularly difficult to handle prisoners, the Germans always had their “escape-proof” jail at Castle
Zweilger in Mulhausen.
It is believed that the total number of Allied prisoners was in excess of 5,000 covering all of these areas –
mostly British from Dunkirk. There were 200 Canadians held at Molsdorf.
Six hospitals, at Egendorf, Hildburghausen, Obermassfield, Schleig, Stradtroda and Wasungen were available to service the prisoners of Molsdorf.
Of course, the British were always attempting escapes as they did in all POW camps, and in March 1943,
fifty-two escaped via a tunnel in one night. Of these, two Royals, B68069 Cpl. Freddie Briggs and B83265
Pte. E. S. LaCombe, were possibly the only Canadians to get out with the British. They were however, recaptured within sight of the Alps by the German Watch (Home Guard) and handed over to the Hitler Youth
for return to Molsdorf, and then on to Mulhausen. Of the 52 escapees, one reached Switzerland safely.
On 15 September 1943, B66635 Pte. James Sinclair, a tall hefty farmer of The Royal Regiment of Canada, a
working kommando in the Gleichamberg quarry, broke from work in a running escape attempt. However,
the German guards noticed this, even in the fog, and were immediately after him. Sinclair was soon surrounded and forced to surrender. With hands held high, he was shot and killed. An obvious execution.
Reprehensible and without censure.
*See vignette #11, about life in Stalag VIIIB Lamsdorf, Poland and the fate of B67003 Pte. R. A. Wignes of
The Royal Regiment of Canada, 17 April 1943.
Recommended Royal reading – DIEPPE AND BEYOND by B67607 John Patrick Grogan. (Prisoner of war biography) Juniper Books, Renfrew.

The late Major W. R. Bennett CD
Regimental Historian

“Every Man Remembered “ continues to do an outstanding job of remembering and honouring our Royals who landed that fateful day at
Blue Beach. Please support them and pass on the word.
The Royal Regiment of Canada
www.rregtc-assoc.org

LOOKING BACK
The following is the content of an old correspondence associated to our
Association.
RUMOUR
R. REGT. C. NOVEMBER *1940*
ANOTHER MILESTONE HAS PASSED
You’ve recently passed another milestone in your service in the present
war. Have you taken stock of yourself, have you stopped to realize what
the army has done for you how does your health compare with what it was
on enlistment you “underweights” will be proud to step on a set of scales
now, and you “overweights”, don’t you really feel better?
You’ve also learned what discipline means and how it can turn raw recruits
into Soldiers.
Your back straightened and you felt proud as you swung along behind your
band on that last Regimental parade in Iceland. There was pride in your
bearing and pride in your unit. Your mind has grown keener you’re more
self-reliant you’ve matured and learned to accept responsibility.
You may still grouse at small inconsequential matters, but that’s the British Soldiers prerogative, and is only blowing off steam, a safety value as it were. You’ve learned to take
the bitter with the sweet, and you’ve also learned the real meaning of the word DUTY.
Your service in Iceland has done much to fit you to carry on the glorious traditions of your
Regiment in whatever field you may serve.
YOU’RE A SOLDIER

www.rregtc-assoc.org
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32 CANADIAN BRIGADE UNITS SUPPORT THE FIFTH ANNUAL RANGER CUP HOCKEY TOURNAMENT 17

Excerpts from the article published in “the Moccasin”, Newsletter of the Ranger Foundation and written
by Major Peter Martinis MB CD Acting Commanding Officer, The Royal Regiment of Canada.
“On Saturday December 28, 2019, at the Ford Performance Centre in Toronto, regimental hockey teams from 32 Canadian Brigade Group participated in the annual Ranger Cup
hockey tournament. Colonel Daniel Stepaniuk, Commander of 32 Canadian Brigade
Group, Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel John Newman of the 3rd Canadian Ranger Patrol
Group and Lieutenant-Colonel Shane McArthur, Commanding Officer of 3rd Canadian
Ranger Patrol Group along with many unit Commanding Officers and Regimental Sergeant Majors were on hand for the day’s events. The tournament provided a day of hockey, esprit des
corps, camaraderie and family skating, but ultimately, it supported the 3rd Canadian Ranger Patrol Group
through the Ranger Foundation. The tournament featured some very competitive games, two of which
went to golden goal shootout. At the end of pool play, the 48th Highlanders of Canada and the Toronto
Scottish Regiment were matched up to play in the consolidation final while the Queens Own Rifles and
the Lorne Scots were set to play in the Championship game. The Toronto Scottish Regiment defeated the
48th Highlanders to win the consolation while the Lorne Scots defeated the Queens Own Rifles to win the
Ranger Cup”.
“The Rangers who patrol the far north are an example to us all and they and their families are deserving
of our support.” said Chief Warrant Officer Vishnu Persaud, Regimental Sergeant Major of The Royal Regiment of Canada. The Ranger Foundation also supports that Patrol Group’s Junior Canadian Rangers, a
program for Indigenous boys and girls aged 12 to 18. Presently there are approximately 600 Rangers and
over 1,000 Junior Canadian Rangers, located in 25 remote and isolated First Nations communities across
the Far North of Ontario. The Canadian Rangers provide a military presence in Canada’s north conducting
patrols, acting as guides and scouts, and providing expertise in survival in all seasons and weather conditions when working with their Regular and Reserve Army counterparts. In addition the Rangers save lives
in search and rescue missions, provide evacuation support during spring floods, forest fires, and many
other community emergencies. The Rangers also provide leadership within their own communities as
well as providing programs and leadership for the Junior Canadian Rangers members. Congratulations to
all teams and members of 32 Canadian Brigade Group who volunteered, supported and participated in
this year’s tournament and in doing so, helped raise awareness of the Rangers serving in Ontario’s far
north.
FYI—Major Peter Martinis is the driving force behind the Annual Ranger Cup Hockey Tournament. He
gladly takes on the additional challenges and responsibilities associated with events of this nature.
BRAVO ZULU!! PUT THIS EVENT IN YOUR CALENDAR FOR DECEMBER 2020
SUPPORT OUR ROYALS TEAM!

THE FATHER OF SUCCESS—AUTHOR UNKNOWN
The father of success is Work. The mother of success is Ambition. The two oldest children are Common
Sense and Character. The remaining children are Perseverance, Honesty, Enthusiasm and Cooperation, Cheerfulness, Loyalty, Courtesy, Care, Economy, Sincerity and Harmony. The baby is Opportunity. Get acquainted with the old man, and you’ll be able to get along pretty well with all the rest of
the family.
Submitted by Capt (ret’d) Mihail Murgoci
www.rregtc-assoc.org

IN MEMORIAM
Cpl Weiam AIAD Passed on Dec 5th 2019. Cpl Aiad joined in 2009 and served his
unit and country well, deploying on Op Lentus and Op Provision. Our deepest sympathies to Cpl Aiad’s family during this difficult time. The loss of any soldier is tragic
but the loss of a one of our own is more difficult.

Doug BROOKS Served in WWII and was captured at Dieppe. Doug passed on
November 14th at Sunnybrook Veterans Center,

Kerri CHAMBERS It is with sadness that we inform you of the passing of Mrs Kerri
Chambers on December 30th 2019. The beloved wife of MWO Darryl Chambers and
mother of Tyanna and Noah.

L/Cpl Campbell (Cam) BROWN—B67494 “B” Company POW # 25920. Cam passed
on January 4th 2020 at Sunnybrook Veterans Hospital. It is believed that Cam was
our Regiment’s last veteran of the Dieppe Raid. Cam was captured and held prisoner for 3 years.

AT THE GOING DOWN OF THE SUN AND IN THE MORNING WE WILL REMEMBER THEM
FUTURE EVENTS—REGIMENT, BAND & ASSOCIATION
Sat 14th Mar 1900 hrs
Thurs 2nd Apr 1930 hrs
Thurs 7th May 1930 hrs
Fri 8th May 1800 hrs
Sun 31st May 1400 hrs
Thurs 3rd Sept 1930 hrs
Thurs 10th Sept 2000 hrs
Thurs 1st Oct 1930 hrs
Sun 25th Oct 1430 hrs
Thurs 5th Nov 1930 hrs
Sun 8th Nov 1100 hrs
Thurs 3rd Dec 1900 hrs

Annual Dinner & Dance
Association meeting FYA
Association meeting, FYA
Batoche Dinner, FYA
Sorrel Day Parade & Change of RSM FYA **
Association meeting, FYA
Dieppe Parade, FYA **
Association meeting, FYA
Band Concert, Glenn Gould, **
Association meeting, FYA
Remembrance Parade, Coronation Park**
All Ranks Dinner, FYA**

** Dates to be confirmed. All dates and times are subject to change.

www.rregtc-assoc.org
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IN MEMORY OF CWO NICHOLAS WEBB CD

www.rregtc-assoc.org
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